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Animal of the Month 
Lilac-Breasted Roller 
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• Lilac-breasted rollers are about the size of a crow.

• They eat insects, snails, scorpions, and sometimes small lizards, rodents, 
and other birds.

• They’re related to kingfishers and bee-eaters.

ANIMAL FAST FACTS 

Follow-up Activity
Lilac-breasted rollers live in the open woodlands and savannahs of eastern and  
southern Africa, and are a treasured bird in Kenya. What other animals are found in 
Kenya? How many can you list? (TIP: Research online to make your list.)

Classroom Connections: Science: life science; animals
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This month’s Discovery takes readers to the Vancouver Art Gallery and invites 
them to try their hand at different art styles. Before reading the article, talk 
about your prior knowledge and experience of art galleries. 

Sample Discussion Questions:
 
 • Have you been to an art gallery? What did you see? 
  What did you do? 
 
 • If you haven’t been to one, what do you think you would see 
  and do at an art gallery? 
  
 • Can you think of any famous art pieces?

As you read the article, look at the art pieces and ask questions such as:
 
 • What do you see when you first look at the piece?  
  What else do you see?
 
 • How does the art piece make you feel? Why?
 
 • What does the art make you think about? 
 
 • Which piece are you drawn to the most? Why?

Then try a creation of your own. What was it like to make your art?  
What else will you try?

Discovery
Art Field Trip

Classroom Connections: 
Language Arts: reading comprehension; understanding informational text
Visual Art: art-making; exploring forms and cultural contexts
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Graphic stories are a great way to tap into readers’ imagination and creative 
writing abilities. They also give kids of varying abilities a chance to feel successful 
reading a story. Read Pillow Fort Adventure together and infer what is happening in 
each panel before you read the text.

Discussion Prompts:

 1. Based on the title, what do you think the story is about?

  

 2. Look closely at each panel or scene. What do you see?

  

 3. What do the pictures have in common? How are they different? 

 

 4. What do you notice about the illustrations in this story?

  

 5. Have you ever built a pillow fort? What was it like?  

  How does your experience compare to the story?

  
 6. What do you think the kids are thinking when the dragon  

  shows up? Why?

 7. Picture yourself in the story and imagine how you would  

  react to what is happening. What would you say or do?

Fiction
Pillow Fort Adventure

Follow-up Activity
Draw another panel to continue the story. What happens when the kids  
put away the pillows? Will they find something new? What will the pets do?  
There is no right or wrong answer—let your imagination guide you.

Classroom Connections: 
Language Arts: reading; reading comprehension; understanding story elements; 
creative writing; making inferences/interpreting texts; graphic stories; Visual Art


